Dear President Zuma,

Hundreds of white rhinos are being brutally poached each year. Because you are the President of South Africa, I think that you should put the people in jail for longer. Rhinos help other animals too. They help the birds that can't get their own food. Also the baby rhino needs his mother because they can't protect themselves until they're three. Rhinos are the only animals that have horns on their nose too.

Yours most sincerely,

Signature: Kiaya

Printed Name: Kiayah

Location: ____________________________
Date: 1-30-13

Dear President Zuma,

If poachers keep killing all of the rhinos, they will be extinct! Rhinos live up to 50 years and if they won't have a good life like they're supposed to. So please don't let rhinos become extinct.

Yours most sincerely,

Signature: Kiayah

Printed Name: Kiayah

Location: SPOTS